
Bulko Main Menu (Aug/2022) 
(Our all menu free of Nut, Milk)

1

Sweet pork  
제육볶음 (DKK 155) 

"Korean Bulgogi Pork" thin slices of pork mix with 
bulgogi sauce with Korean chilli sauce. 

 It's coming with Rice and salad.

2

Bibimbap Mix all  
비빔밥 (DKK 160) 

Bibimbap is a Korean rice bowl topped with an array 
of vegetables and meat and served with a gochujang 

sauce 

3

Veg Bibimbap  
야채비빔밥 (DKK 160) 

Bibimbap is a Korean rice bowl topped with an array 
of vegetables and deepfry mushroom and served with 

a gochujang sauce.

4

Kimchi Jjigae  
김치찌게(DKK 155) 

Korea’s national dish, kimchi, is a spicy, pickled 
cabbage that is served as a condiment with almost 
every meal. Kimchi stew (kimchi jjigae or kimchi 

chigae) combines kimchi with other ingredients such 
as pork, onions, garlic, and tofu.  

It can be Vegetarian option.

5

Soft tofu  
순두부(DKK 155) 

This spicy Korean stew (Jjigae) is made with a special 
type of fresh, uncurdled tofu (Sundubu or Soondubu) 
with an extremely soft texture. The stew gets its heat 

from Gochugaru, or ground Korean chili pepper. 

6

Korean Curry with chicken  
한국식 치킨카레(DKK 160) 

With Rice. Deep fry chicken with curry, it comes with 
rice and salad. Korean style curry is different from 

original, it more moderate and smooth.

7
Korean curry with deepfry Mushroom 

한국식 버섯카레(DKK 160) 

With rice.

8

Bulgogi  
불고기(DKK 165) 

Bulgogi is the most popular Korean Grilled BBQ Beef 
dish that is made from marinated thin slices of beef. It 

comes with rice and salad. And guarantee tasty

9

Crazy chicken set (12 stk)  
뼈없는 반반치킨(DKK 165) 

Half of them mix with sweet spicy sauce, the other 
half without sauce. Comes with  

Bulko Red sauce and White sauce.

10

Sweet potato Noddle,Rice  
잡체밥 (DKK 155) 

With rice. Japchae (잡채) literally means “mixed 
vegetables.” However, the main ingredient of this 

classic dish is Korean sweet potato starch noodles and 
stir fry veg.

11

Pa Dak  
파닭 (DKK 165) 

Sweet soy sauce and spring onion. Koreans called 'Pa 
Dak' (spring onion chicken) Good for Child. 


